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River Restoration now enormously popular

US: Large Public Investment
Over 37,000 projects documented 1990-2004
Estimated over $17 billion invested

(National River Restoration Science Synthesis, Bernhardt et al. 2005)

Abroad: Europe, Canada, Australia, Japan, Korea
European projects tend to emphasize restoring function

(Habersack & Piegay 2008)

Contrasted with North American projects, building 
single-thread, meandering channels, stabilizing banks
(Not necessarily improving ecological conditions) 

(Kondolf 2006)



Definitions of ‘restoration’ in US have emphasized return to 
a pristine, pre-human-disturbance state.  But how does this 
apply to a long-occupied landscape like Europe?

The riparian forest of the Eygues River, SE France: 
potential ‘reference’ site for restoration. 
It has desired values of
species diversity, habitat
complexity, etc. 

Today’s channel is 
100m-wide, flanked by
riparian forest.
But in the past is was 
much wider



In the 19th Century,
intensive exploitation and
deforestation of the 
mountains produced high
sediment loads, yielding
wide, active channels.  
With depopulation of the
countryside, reforestation
of the mountains, sediment
loads declined and 
channels narrowed

Same site as previous photo:
Napoleanean cadastral map of the Eygues River from 1830 
shows  intensive land use up to the bank, and a channel 300m 
wide (reflecting then-high sediment loads) (Kondolf et al.2007)



Physical process strongly linked to ecological value
Dynamic channels have high habitat diversity. 
Active channel migration creates the complex geomorphic 

forms that provide habitats.

Source: McBain&Trush

This actively-eroding meander bend of the Trinity River 
creates complex habitat: large trees recruited into the 
channel from bank erosion, deep pool at base of eroding 
bank, shallow channels on point bar.  



Sacramento River: 
channel migration and resultant habitats 



(from Malavoi 1998)

Dynamic channels provide habitats at multiple scales,
within the low-flow channel (lit mineur, ‘minor bed’) 
& adjacent areas subject to higher flows (lit majeur)
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The ‘million-dollar bend’ on Rush Ck, Mono Basin, 
California

But many ‘restoration’ projects involve stabilizing banks!

Early 1990s “restoration” project in the Mono Basin:
“severely eroding banks” treated with “soft armoring.”
Stability was goal, so was project a “success”?
Result:  A “zombie” reach



Overall Priorities for River Restoration

Best: Preserve functioning process & habitats
Keep what’s working (if it aint broke, don’t fix it)

Next best: Restore connectivity & process
eg, levee setbacks, environmental flows

Least desirable: Restore by construction
Often unsustainable, loss of dynamics (zombie channels)



Espace de Liberté
Fluvial Territory (Spain)
The Erodible Corridor (France)
Elbow Room for the river (Bavaria)
Channel migration zone, CMZ, streamway (US)

A corridor within which river can erode, deposit, flood, & 
develop interactions: channel, banks, floodplains, hyporheos



Distinct from ‘Room for the River’ (Nethlands)
- Room for River accommodates floodwaters only

Channel migration zone/espace de liberte
- Allows geomorphic processes of erosion, deposition, 
channel migration, as well as flooding

Floodplain maps & 
channel erosion hazard 
maps don’t necessary align

Houses eroded by Rio Rillito,
Tucson were outside FEMA
‘100-y floodplain’
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Related concept:
Land-use planning as nonstructural flood 
management
Federal policy since 1960s to prevent further 
development in the floodplain (‘nonstructural’)
-Water Resources Council 1964 
-Galloway rept 1993 
-EO 11988 from 1978, revived under Obama 

avoid unwise use of floodplains

Unfortunately development has increased in 
floodplains because of incentive structure.
But flood management and river restoration are 
both achieved by setting aside river corridors
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Floodplain mapping in US under Flood Insurance 
Program excludes areas protected by structural 
measures (eg, 100-y levees)

Better to map ‘geomorphic floodplain’ as in some 
European countries and proposed for US:
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How to establish the erodible corridor:  Usually document 
historical migration, predict future migrations, define:
active channel - median erodible channel - maximal erodible

Example from French Alps, from Piegay et al 2005



Sacramento River, California
160-km reach from Red Bluff to Colusa

Defined ‘Inner-River Zone’ as area
occupied by active channel over 
past 100 years + predicted 50 years

Planning began in 1980s, by now 
over 50% of inner-river zone is in
public land or conservation easement

Objective: enhance habitat



Map of proposal for Ebro river upstream Zaragoza (Ollero, 1993)

Many examples in Europe
‘Territorio Fluvial’ adopted by the Spanish 
National River Restoration Plan
Spain (11), France (7), Austria (6), etc
Driven largely by habitat restoration 
concerns under Water Framework Directive



Nature Conservancy’s Active River Area approach



Nature Conservancy’s Active River Area approach

Also motivated in large measure to improve habitat  



Channel Migration Zones: Managing Erosion Risk

US Examples: Vermont, Washington state

Vermont – long history 
of river control

State General Assembly has developed the Fluvial Erosion 
Hazard (FEH) risk assessment and mapping process.
Allows local governments to set aside river corridors to 
reduce geo-hazards (erosion) 



Vermont Fluvial Erosion Hazard risk assessment/mapping

Map the meander belt
(~ 6x channel width)

Then add 50-ft buffer:



Vermont Fluvial Erosion Hazard risk assessment/mapping

Application to  Bennington VT:



Washington State Channel Migration Zones

Washington especially vulnerable to erosion:

Legislature mandated delineation of Channel Migration 
Zones to reduce infrastructure damage from channel 
migration/erosion

Janes 2013



Washington State Channel Migration Zones

A ‘cult classic’ by
Cygnia Rapp & 
Tim Abbe (2003)

Again: the emphasis is 
on avoiding geohazards
(erosion)



CMZs as proactive alternative to traditional engineered 
structural response to erosion hazard

levees
berms
revetments, 
sills, and 
concrete channels

Janes 2013



CMZ (channel migration zone regulatory timeline

Kelly Janes 2013
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Where is the CMZ/espace de liberté approach appropriate?

Kondolf 2011



For the erodible corridor concept to work, need both:
1-Land available at affordable price (rules out dense urban)
2-Sufficient stream power and sediment load so that current
river can actually erode, deposit, develop complex forms  

Many rivers have energy and sediment to rework their
artificialised channels rapidly.  Walla-Walla River, Washington



Large reservoirs store floodwaters, trap sediment, 
Release sediment-starved, hungry water

Restoring process:  High-flow releases, sediment 
augmentation to restore channel form & process 
(eg, Trinity River, Calif)

The channel below Stony Gorge Dam on Stony Ck is scoured to bedrock



Active intervention makes more sense in cases where
the river lacks energy and sediment load, so that it 
might take centuries to re-develop meander bends

Slide 42

Brede River, Denmark   

Pre-project Post-project



Restoring lost channel complexity, with soft banks:
“Re-meandering” canalized rivers common in Europe

19th C      Danube, Baden-Wittenberg, Germany    20thC

By 1990s, public opposed further channelization, restored bends.
Channel allowed to erode banks, deposit, restore its form freely.



Many small streams re-meandered
The Boyerbach, Bavaria
A classic rural stream channelized in 
the 1960s, re-meandered in 1980s
Banks allowed to adjust freely



Restoring Connectivity
on which riverine species depend
Longitudinal connectivity: dam removal, gravel augmentation
Lateral connectivity: breach/setback levee, raise incised bed
Vertical connectivity: removing fine sediment from beds of 
former channels



Restoring connectivity: longitudinal
Dam Removal
-restore fish migration
-remove risky dams
filled with sediment

So far mostly small
dams removed 
(except Elwha)

Key issue:  What to
do with the sediment?

Impacts on downstream
populations/structures Ste Ettienne Dam, France removed 1998



Restoring connectivity:  lateral

Pite River, Sweden:  Side channels were blocked to promote floating 
of logs downstream.  Restoration projects reconnect many side 
channels but cannot reverse deepening of main channel (bedrock)



Pite River,
Sweden

Sacramento
River, Calif.

Kissimmee
River, Florida

Paroo River, 
Queensland

South Platte
River, Colorado
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Source: Kondolf et al 2006

Restoration trajectories rarely parallel degradation trajectories



Restoring connectivity:  lateral
Frequent flood inundation, high groundwater

“Floodplains 
provide 
habitat for 
more species 
of plants and 
animals than 
in any other 
landscape 
type”
Tockner & 
Stanford 2002
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The Yolo Bypass  (flood and habitat benefits)
A frequently-flooded area of the Sacramento River floodplain
(though disconnected from the channel)
- Tremendous productivity for fish and waterfowl
- Protects Sacramento from floods 

(accommodates 80% of 100-yr flood flow)



Reconnecting the 
Floodplain of the 
Sacramento River by
setting-back the ‘J’ levee,
Partly restoring lateral
connectivity.

Objective: 
habitat restoration

The “J Levee”
Hamilton City

Calif



Reconnecting the 
Rhine with its 
floodplain 
(for flood capacity and 
ecological benefits)

‘Polders’ identified for
re-connection along
the Rhine River

Floodplain re-
connection
on a large scale

Images courtesy of 
Peter Ergenzinger



Plans for the excavation of the new Floodplains (green)
between Basel and Breisach



Cross section of the actual situation

River channel Groyne Field
Ripar. Forest

Ancient River Bed
Dry Pine forest



First Step: Clearing of the future Floodplain

Cleared
Dry Pine forest



Excavation
New Floodplain

Second Step: Excavation of the new Floodplain



Third Step: Development of the new Riparian Forest

An example of wider river corridor to manage floods and 
provide ecological benefits.

NewRiparian Forest

Fancy powerpoints
courtesy of Peter Ergenzinger!



Restoring lateral connectivity through compound
(two-stage) flood channels

Miller Ck, north of San Francisco completed early 1980s



Compound
channel for 
flood control,
Wraysbury R,
Heathrow UK

Purseglove: Taming the Flood



Exchange of surface
water and shallow
groundwater
(hyporheic zone)

Restoring connectivity:  vertical

Important at the channel feature 
scale, inducing downwelling 
and upwelling. 

By restoring bed complexity can 
restore hyporheic exchange.



Restoring Process: Restoring flow regimes 
(Stu Rood’s talk)
Dams rarely removed
Restoration by modest manipulations, highly-altered setting 
“Working rivers”- despite massive alterations, still possible 
to restore salmon – example: San Joaquin



Flow regime adopted in settlement in 2005.  But after 
nearly a decade, no restoration flows have been released 
(political issues)



Restoring Process: Restoring Sediment Load
To restore sediment supply below dams 
(combat ‘hungry water’) can put gravel in channel.

Gravel injection below Keswick Dam, Sacramento River 
(>500,000 m3 in northern Calif since 1978)
Similar projects in Germany, France, Japan, etc



Restoring Process vs Form: 
Many US projects have involved attempts to artificially 

create desired channel form.   

Uvas Creek, Gilroy
A form-based project 
to build a “C-4 stream”
Within 4 months, washed out

Kondolf 2006

Such projects are institutionalized 
in North Carolina as compensatory 
mitigation for wetland disturbance.  
The ‘privitization’ of stream 
restoration. Lave et al. 2010



NC restoration projects tend to be on very small streams and 
more sinuous to maximize length.  Zombie alert!



Why so many projects seek to create stable, symmetrical 
meandering channels?
- Easy to design by cookbook: standard elements, eg, 
rootwads, weirs.
- Classification system predicts they are stable.
- Cultural preference for stable, single-thread channels. 
Contrast with more process-oriented European approaches

River Drau, Austria:
Which is pre-
and which post-
restoration?



The River Aire, Geneva

Superpositions: 
Revitalization of the River 
Aire

An example of a limited espace de 
liberté in an agricultural valley within 
a densely populated urban area: the 
Aire River, Geneva

Documented in:
River Conservation and 
Management, P. Boon & P. 
Raven, editors. John Wiley & 
Sons, Chichester, 2012



The River Aire descends from the French Alps, down 
an alluvial fan through a glacial valley that is 
dominantly preserved for agriculture but adjacent to 
the city and thus under intense human pressure. 



3 kilometres were “corrected’ in the 19th century



The result was a straight, trapezoidal channel that 
efficiently moved flood flows downstream.



Aerial view of the industrial area (La Praille).  The Aire 
flows under this in a tunnel before joining the Avre, which 
then joins the Rhone.



Limited capacity of the 
tunnel under la Praille 
(65cms)

Flood bypass tunnel diverts 
45cms directly to Rhone.

Current project will detain 
floods upstream to limit 
downstream peaks.



Did not propose to remove all traces of the 19th-century 
canal and create a naturalistic meandering channel
Rather: retain the 19th-century canal as a focal point for 
recreation, create an espace de liberté from adjacent 
agricultural fields to the south.  

The Canton of Geneva Water 
Law 1997 required:
-improved water quality 
- restoration of the River Aire 

ADM landscape architects 
(Georges Descombes) 
‘superpositions’ project:
4 phases, began 2004. 



Precedent: River Isar, Munich
Bank protection removed, gravel added to the river 
Result: gravel bars, more complex forms
Benefit not only fish/wildlife, beaches for recreation.



Equip
o

To avoid a wide, shallow channel without fish habitat, 
biologists proposed creating a pilot channel.  
Instead, designers proposed the Aire could find its own chann  
within a template 
Excavated a grid, leaving “islands” termed “lozenges”.



The concept was that the river would choose its 
own course through a set of potential channels.



To explain the concept to the 
public, the designers used the 
analogy of a bar of Swiss 
chocolate…



…eroded by hot milk.



The ‘lozenges’ were excavated into the former agricultural 
land (floodplain and former channel bed) in spring 2014



After small floods (RI < 2y), lozenges eroding, especially the 
gravel banks (2015)



The Aire is within a very urban context, and thus can 
provide opportunities for human recreation and open space



The river can develop its 
own channel 
But no attempt to pretend 
that the river is pristine.  

The 19th-century canal is 
retained, celebrated, and 
‘re-purposed’

Other clearly artificial 
interventions to encourage 
human interactions with 
the river, reminding us of 
its urban context.  



The goal is a living, dynamic river with ecological value, 
adjacent to a heavily-used path and public spaces created 
from the canal.



What about densely urbanized areas, with altered hydrology, 
where streams have been put in concrete channels?

Walnut Ck, California



Houses were built right up the edge of the concrete channel, 
to maximize developable land. 

When built in the 1960s, this 5-mi-long concrete channel of 
San Lorenzo Ck (Hayward, Calif) passed through orchards.  
But after the channel was built, housing was developed right 
up to the channel edge. A single-purpose approach.



Service life of concrete channel is typically 75 years
Most built 1950-1990.

Freshly-constructed 
Grayson Creek 

flood control channel
in 1957

(Note engineer in
white socks!)

Most projects will ‘expire’ mid-century (2025-2065)
What to do with impending infrastructure failure?

Photo courtesy Contra Costa Flood Control District



The 50-year plan
formally adopted by the Contra Costa County Flood 
Control and Water Conservation District in May 2009

The District intends
to turn concrete 
channels into natural
channels by the end
their service lives

One of the most 
exciting initiatives of
its kind globally.



But natural channels will require a wider footprint than 
engineered channels – how to get the room? 
That’s why it’s the 50-year plan! 



Some channel sections flanked by parking lots or public 
land, but many sections are tightly constrained:

Houses and mature trees crowd to the concrete walls.
Insufficient flood capacity – but how to improve?
Working now with the County to begin planning process. 
If only they had set a channel migration zone in 1950!



Thank you

Matt Kondolf
kondolf@berkeley.edu
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